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EVENT: Adult Moves in the Field 
 
General event parameters:  
1. Levels are based on the skaters’ highest moves in the field test passed (standard, adult or adult 50+). 
2. A moves in the field competition event will consist of the skater performing two moves in the field patterns.  
3. The patterns to be skated depend on the season the competition is held. Seasons run from July 1st of the listed 

year through June 30th of the following year. The skater will perform the two patterns listed for their level, based 
upon the date of the competition. If the competition falls over two seasons (for example, June 30th – July 2nd), 
the moves will be selected based on the start date of the competition listed in the announcement.  

4. Each skater will complete both of their required patterns consecutively in the order listed, pausing briefly in 
between.  

5. The host club may choose to play background music, at a low volume, at their discretion.  
 
Level Highest MIF 

Test 
2022-2023 
2025-2026 

2023-2024 
2026-2027 

2024-2025 
2027-2028 

Adult 
Pre-Bronze 

Adult  
Pre-Bronze or  
Pre-Preliminary 

1. Forward perimeter stroking 
(both directions) 
2. Basic consecutive edges 
(Forward outside & forward 
inside only) 

1. Waltz eight (2 patterns/foot) 
2. Forward left & right spirals 

1. Basic consecutive edges 
(Forward outside & forward 
inside only) 
2. Waltz eight (2 patterns/foot) 

Adult Bronze Adult Bronze or 
Preliminary 

1. Forward & backward 
crossovers 
2. Alternating backward 
crossovers to backward 
outside edges 

1. Forward circle eight 
2. Forward power three-turns 

1. Forward & backward 
crossovers 
2. Forward power 3-turns 

Adult Silver Adult Silver or 
Pre-Juvenile 

1. Forward & backward 
perimeter stroking 
2. Forward outside and 
backward inside 3-turns 

1. Forward & backward power 
change of edge pulls 
2. Forward inside and 
backward outside 3-turns 

1. Five-step mohawk sequence 
2. Consecutive outside and 
inside edge spirals 

Adult Gold Adult Gold or 
Juvenile 

1. Forward power circle 
2. Backward circle eight 

1. Backward power circle 
2. Forward double 3-turns 

1. Backward double 3-turns 
2. Brackets in the field 

Masters 
Intermediate 

Intermediate 1. Brackets in the field 
2. Spiral sequence 

1. Backward double three-
turns 
2. Forward twizzles (outside 
only, both right and left) 

1. Forward twizzles (inside only, 
both right and left) 
2. Inside slide chasse pattern 

Masters 
Novice 

Novice 1. Inside 3-turns/rocker-
choctaws 
2. Twizzles (Backward outside 
only) 

1. Forward & backward 
outside counters 
2. Twizzles (Backward inside 
only) 

1. Backward rocker choctaw 
sequence 
2. Forward inside & outside 
loop. 

Masters 
Junior 

Junior 1. Forward & backward 
outside rockers 
2. Backward loop pattern 

1. Forward & backward inside 
rockers 
2. Choctaw sequence 

1. Straight line step sequence 
2. Power pulls 

Masters 
Senior 

Senior 1. Sustained edge step 
2. Serpentine step sequence 

1. Spiral sequence 
2. Serpentine step sequence 

1. Backward outside power 
double 3-turns to power inside 
double rockers 
2. Sustained edge step 
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